
FD400GT Terminal 



Refurb Posiflex Jiva TP8315 POS Terminal  

Posiflex presents the TP8315 series, our highest performance workstation and back office 

terminal.TP8315 delivers high performance and scalability to run the most demanding 

applications to empower your business with a competitive edge.  

 

Posiflex Pos Touchscreen Ks-6600 Ks- 6615z Terminal 

Posiflex KS6600 Series features a VAR-inspired improved base design for easy installation 

and service, including a front-panel pull-out SATA hard drive.  



Verifone Mx915 Multimedia Consumer Facing Terminal  

M132-409-01-R The MX 915 is designed to engage consumers in new ways with its full-

motion video display and slim, space-saving design. It captures consumers' attention without 

adding to lane or countertop clutter. 

 

PAX MT30 Multimedia Terminal 

Already certified to PCI 2.x, the MT30 is designed for retailers who place a high value on 

ease of use, durability, and PCI Compliance. This is a fully featured, customer facing terminal 

with a color touch screen. The ADA style key pad accommodates the visually impaired. The 

bi-directional magnetic stripe reader is strategically positioned between the display screen and 

PIN pad to improve security and usability. The MT30 supports a wide range of cables so that 

it can easily integrate with virtually any Point of Sale (POS) System. 



iTop PayDynamo Secure POS iPad  

This unique iPad Stand is available in the following configurations: Counter Top (free 

standing), Desk Mount, Wall Mount or Floor Stand and features a precision-slot for the 

Magtek UDynamo card swipe reader, for credit card transactions or ID verification 

applications. The iTop PayDynamo Stands are made of anodized aluminum with the option of 

a powder coat paint finish. The standard finish is a white powder coated front bezel (the frame 

that surrounds the iPad screen), with the brushed aluminum. 

 

IPad POS Stand-Encloz 

The iPad POS Stand, EnCloz for iPad, iPad Air Pad mini will provide you with an enclosed ... 



For more information please visit 

http://www.discountcreditcardsupply.com 

http://www.discountcreditcardsupply.com/

